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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

On 4 March 2014 Klövern AB (publ) issued a note loan amounting to SEK 1 100 000 000 Senior Unsecured 

Floating Rate Notes, 2014/2018 series no 6. The maximum amount of the note loan is up to SEK 

2 000 000 000. This prospectus (the “Prospectus”) has been prepared by Klövern AB (publ) in order to apply 

for listing of the issued notes (the “Notes”) on the Corporate Bond List of NASDAQ OMX Stockholm. 

References to “Klövern” or “Klövern Group” in this prospectus refer to Klövern AB (publ) or Klövern AB and its 

subsidiaries, depending on the context. MAQS Advokatbyrå Stockholm AB and Nordea Bank AB (publ) have 

been acting as advisor to the Klövern in connection with the registration of the Notes.  

This Prospectus has been prepared in accordance with the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading Act (Sw: 

lag (1991:980) om handel med finansiella instrument) (the “Trading Act”) and Commission Regulation (EU) No 

809/2004 of 29 April 2004 implementing the European Parliament and Council Directive 2003/71/EC, as this 

regulation was amended by Commission Regulation (EC) no 486/2012. The Prospectus has been approved 

and registered by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Sw: Finansinspektionen) (the “SFSA”) in 

accordance with the provisions Chapter 2, Sections 25 and 26 §§ of the Trading Act. SFSA’s approval and 

registration do not imply that SFSA that the information in this Prospectus is correct or complete. 

The Prospectus has been prepared for listing of the loan constituted by the Notes for trading at NASDAQ OMX 

Stockholm and do not constitute at any part an offer by Klövern for subscription or purchase of the Notes. 

This Prospectus is governed by Swedish law. The Prospectus may not be distributed in any jurisdiction where 

such distribution or sale would require any additional prospectus, registration or other measures than those 

required by Swedish law or otherwise would be in conflict with regulations in such jurisdiction. Holders of the 

Prospectus or Noteholders must therefore inform themselves about, and observe any restriction. 

The Prospectus will be available via the SFSA’s (www.fi.se) and Klövern’s (www.klovern.se) websites. Paper 

copies may be obtained from Klövern. 

The Prospectus, including the documents incorporated by reference (see “Documents incorporated by 

reference” below) as well as any supplements to the Prospectus, contains statements regarding the prospects 

of Klövern made by the Board of Directors. Such statements are based on its knowledge of current 

circumstances regarding Klövern’s business, market conditions and other prevailing external factors. 

The figures in this Prospectus have in some cases got rounded off, which means that some tables do not 

always sum up correctly. Swedish crowns are referred as “SEK”. Disputes regarding this Prospectus shall be 

determined in accordance with Swedish law and the Swedish courts exclusively. 

Definitions and terms used in this Prospectus have the same meaning as in the chapter “Terms and 

Conditions” unless otherwise expressly stated in this Prospectus. 
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Definitions 

Klövern or Klövern Group Klövern AB (publ), with organization number 
556482-5833, with or without subsidiaries 
depending on the context. 

The Notes Refers to the Note loan No. 6, 2014/2018, up 
to 2 000 000 000 SEK, ISIN: SE0005757358 

NASDAQ OMX Stockholm NASDAQ OMX Stockholm AB 

The Prospectus This prospectus prepared due to the 
registration of the Notes at NASDAQ OMX 
Stockholm. 

SEK Refers to Swedish crowns 

Terms and Conditions Refers to Terms and Conditions for the 

Notes. 
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1 RISK FACTORS 

Investments in notes always involve a certain degree of risk. In this section a number of risk factors 

are described, both general risks attributable to Klövern Group’s operations and main risks linked to 

the Notes in their capacity of financial instruments. A number of factors affect and may come to 

affect Klövern Group’s operations, result, financial position and the Notes. The intention is to 

describe risks that are related to Klövern Group’s operations and thus also Klövern AB’s ability to 

fulfil its obligations in accordance with the Terms and Conditions for the Notes.  

Before making a decision to invest in Notes, any potential investors should carefully consider the 

risk factors outlined below, as well as any other relevant information such as the final Terms and 

Conditions of the Notes and any public available financial and other information of Klövern AB. In 

addition, an investor must, alone or together with its financial and other types of advisers, engage in 

a general evaluation of external facts and general information about the property market and 

property companies from its own perspective. An investor should have adequate knowledge to 

evaluate the risk factors as well as sufficient financial strength to bear these risks. The below 

summary of risk factors does not claim to be complete, nor are the risks ranked in order of 

importance. 

Additional risk factors which are currently unknown or which are currently not deemed to be material 

may also affect Klövern Group’s future operations, result and financial position and thus also 

Klövern AB’s ability to fulfil its obligations in accordance with the Terms and Conditions. 

RISKS RELATED TO THE OPERATIONS  

Macroeconomic factors 

The real estate market is to a large extent affected by macroeconomic factors such as the general 

economic development, growth, employment, level of production of new premises, changes in 

infrastructure, population growth, inflation and interest rate levels. Economic growth affects the 

employment rate, which is an essential basis for supply and demand on the rental market and 

consequently impacts vacancy rates and rental levels.  

Inflation expectations have an impact on the interest rate and thus affect the net interest income. 

Interest expenses on debt to credit institutions are Klövern Group’s single largest cost items. In the 

long term, interest rate changes will have significant impact on Klövern Group’s earnings and cash 

flow. The inflation also impacts Klövern Group’s costs. Furthermore, changes in interest rates and 

inflation also impact yield requirements and by that, the market value of the properties’ market 

value.  

A number of Klövern Group’s lease agreements are wholly or partially linked to the consumer price 

index (CPI), i.e. the lease agreements are wholly or partially adjusted in accordance with the 

inflation. There is no guarantee that Klövern Group always will be able to negotiate lease 

agreements that wholly or partially compensate the inflation. If Klövern Group’s costs increase more 
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due to inflation than Klövern Group’s compensation due to index adjustments, this would have a 

negative impact on Klövern Group’s earnings.  

Higher vacancy rates and interest rates, increased costs and lower rental rates could have a 

significant negative impact on Klövern Group’s business, financial position and earnings. 

Geographical risks 

The supply and demand of properties and by that, the return on real estate investments differs 

between geographical markets and may develop differently within the geographical markets. 

Klövern has a well-diversified property portfolio with properties in different geographical markets. 

However, it cannot be guaranteed that demand does not decline on most or all geographical 

markets which could have a significant impact on Klövern Group’s business. 

Rental income and rental development  

Decreased occupancy rates and rental rates will, regardless of reason, affect Klövern Group’s 

earnings negatively. The risk for great fluctuations in vacancies and loss of rental incomes 

increases with the dependency on single large tenants. There are no guarantees that Klövern 

Group’s larger tenants renew or extend their lease agreements when these have expired, which in 

the long term could lead to a decrease in rental incomes and an increase in vacancies. 

Klövern Group is dependent on that the tenants pay their rents on time. Klövern Group’s earnings 

could be impacted negatively if tenants stop their payments, or do not fulfill their obligations in other 

ways. 

Operating and maintenance costs 

Operating costs consist mainly of tariff-based costs such as costs for electricity, sanitation, water 

and heating. Many of these products and services can only be bought from one service provider, 

which may affect the price.  The costs for electricity and heating have the largest impact on the 

result. To the extent increases in such costs are not compensated by terms in lease agreements, or 

by renegotiation of lease agreements in order to increase the rent, Klövern Group’s net operating 

income may be impacted negatively. 

Maintenance costs are attributable to actions that intend to maintain the property’s long term 

standard. Maintenance costs also include costs for tenant adjustments related to new or prolonged 

or expanded lease agreements. These costs accounted for as costs in the income statement to the 

extent that they constitute reparations and substitutions of smaller parts. Other maintenance costs 

are activated in the balance sheet as capital expenditures when the expenses arise. Klövern Group 

has a plan for the implementation of maintenance measures that are deemed necessary. 

Unexpected and large renovation needs may however affect Klövern Group negatively.  
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Credit risk 

Credit risk is defined as the risk that Klövern Group’s counterparties may not fulfil their obligations to 

Klövern Group. The financial position of Klövern Group’s existing and potential customers may 

deteriorate to such extent that they become unable to pay rent on time or perform their other 

financial obligations. There are no guarantees that Klövern Group’s counterparties will be able to 

perform their obligations towards Klövern. Furthermore, credit risk within Klövern Group’s financial 

operations arises for instance from excess cash placements, entering of interest-rate swap 

agreements and obtaining long- and short-term financing under credit agreements or capital market 

financing. 

Interest risk 

Klövern Group’s capital structure results in interest expenses being the main costs item. An interest 

rate risk is defined as the risk of a negative effect on the result and cash flow due to changes in the 

market interest rate. The interest expense is mainly affected by the from time to time applicable 

level of market interest rates but also by Klövern Group’s strategy as regards hedging the interest 

rates. The market interest rates for long-term interest periods are mainly affected by the expected 

inflation rate, where pricing of bonds and certificates are determined by the supply and demand. 

The interest rates for short-term interest periods are mainly affected by the Swedish National Bank’s 

(Riksbanken) actions and decisions relating to its repurchase rate (Sw. reporäntan), which is a 

monetary policy rate instrument. Klövern Group currently hedges its interest rate exposure to a 

large extent, but it cannot be ruled out that Klövern Group’s derivatives portfolio may be changed, 

which may result in Klövern being more sensitive towards changes in the short-term market interest 

rate, which could then adversely affect Klövern Group’s operations, result and financial position. 

Increased market interest rates over time will also increase interest expenses for Klövern Group, 

which means that Klövern Group’s operations, result and financial position could be adversely 

affected. 

Refinancing risks 

Refinancing risk is defined as the risk that financing may not be obtained, or could only be obtained 

at significantly increased costs. Although Klövern today estimates that the refinancing risk is small 

there is no guarantee that future refinancing is possible at all, or is possible on terms that are 

attractive for Klövern. Klövern is dependent on its ability to refinance existing credit facilities and 

capital markets financing at their due date and to obtain additional financing at market terms in 

connection with for example property acquisitions. In case Klövern is unable to refinance existing 

facilities or obtain additional financing at market terms, as a result of an insufficient supply in the 

capital market or for any other reason, it could adversely affect Klövern Group’s operations, 

financial position and earnings. 

Changes in value of interest derivatives 

Basically all of Klövern Group’s credit agreements have floating interest rates. As part of managing 

the interest rate risk, Klövern Group uses interest derivatives, mainly interest swaps and interest 

caps. The derivatives correspond to approximately 57 per cent. of the interest-bearing debts 2013. 
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The interest derivatives are recorded continuously at actual value in the balance sheet and stated 

as value changes in the income statement. As market interest rates change, a theoretical over- or 

undervalue of the interest derivatives occur but have no impact on the cash flow. At the end of the 

duration the value of the derivatives is always zero. The derivatives protect against higher interest 

rate levels, but also imply that the market value of Klövern Group’s interest derivatives decreases if 

the market interest rates decrease, which will have a negative impact on Klövern Group’s financial 

position and earnings. 

Changes in value of properties 

Klövern Group’s real estate investments are recorded in the balance sheet at actual value and the 

value changes are recorded in the income statement. Unrealized value changes have no impact on 

the cash flow. Klövern AB performs a valuation of its entire property holdings quarterly. 20-30 per 

cent of the valuations are performed externally and the remaining part by Klövern AB. This means 

that each property in the portfolio is valued externally over a rolling 12-month period. The value of 

the properties is affected by a number of factors, partly by property specific factors such as renting 

levels, rental rates and operating costs and partly by market specific factors such as yield demands 

and cost of capital that are derived from comparable transactions on the real estate market. 

Property related deteriorations such as lower rental income and increased vacancies, as well as 

market specific factors such as higher yield demand can cause Klövern Group to write down the 

actual value of its investment properties, which could have a negative impact on Klövern Group’s 

earnings and financial position. Further, as at December 31, 2013, Klövern Group showed a loan-

to-property-value ratio of approximately 67 per cent, implying that the assets at that date fully 

covers the full outstanding interest bearing debt amount. If the value of the properties shows a 

negative development, other things being equal, the surplus value between the assets and the debt 

decreases. Less surplus value, i.e. high loan-to-property-value ratio, may imply that the probability 

of recovering the full investment amount in the Notes in a event of default situation is lower than in a 

situation with high surplus value, i.e. low loan-to-property-value ratio. However, a positive surplus 

value, regardless of size, is no guarantee that the all or parts of the invested amount in the Notes 

can be recovered in an event of default situation. 

Transactions 

All investments are associated with uncertainties, such as loss of tenants, environmental 

circumstances and technical problems. Prior to an investment an evaluation is performed that aims 

to identify, and if possible, to reduce the risks that can be associated with the investment. There are 

no guarantees that future business activities or properties that are added through acquisitions will 

have a positive impact on Klövern Group’s earnings and financial position. 

Executive management, staff and operational risk 

Operational risk is defined as the risk of incurring losses due to inadequate procedures and/or 

irregularities. Adequate internal control, administrative system adapted for the purposes, skills 

development and access to reliable valuation and risk models are a good basis for guaranteeing the 

operational safety.  
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Klövern Group’s employees’ knowledge, experience and commitment are important for Klövern 

Group’s future development. Klövern Group would be affected negatively if a number of its 

employees would leave Klövern Group at the same time, or if Klövern Group’s administrative 

security and control would fail. 

Competition 

Klövern Group acts in an industry that is exposed to competition. Klövern Group’s future competitive 

opportunities are dependent on, among other things, Klövern Group’s ability to be at the forefront 

and respond quickly to existing and future market needs. Klövern may therefore be forced to make 

cost demanding investments, to restructure or to make price reductions in order to adapt to a new 

competition situation.  

Technical risks  

Property investments are associated with technical risks. Technical risk is defined as the risk 

associated with the technical management of the property, such as the risk for construction errors, 

other latent defects and deficiencies, damages (for example by fire or other force of nature) and 

pollution. By investing in properties with sound technical standard, either newly developed or 

recently renovated properties, the technical risk can be reduced. However, it cannot be ruled out 

that significant unforeseen costs may occur. If such technical problems would occur they may cause 

significant increased costs for Klövern Group. 

Legal risks 

New laws or regulations, or changes concerning the application of existing laws or regulations that 

are applicable to Klövern Group’s business activities or the tenants’ business activities could have a 

negative impact on Klövern Group’s earnings and financial position. 

Environmental risks 

Property management and property development have an environmental impact. Klövern Group 

has adopted an environmental policy plan and works actively with environmental issues. The 

Environmental Code states that everyone who has conducted a business operation that has 

contributed to pollution also has a responsibility for after-treatment of the property. If the responsible 

person cannot carry out or pay for the after-treatment of a polluted property, the person who has 

acquired the property is liable for after-treatment provided that the buyer at the time of the 

acquisition knew of or should have discovered the pollution. This means that claims, under certain 

conditions, may be raised against Klövern for soil remediation or for remediation concerning 

presence or suspicion of pollution in soil, water areas or ground water, in order to put the property in 

a condition pursuant to the Environmental Code. Klövern has not performed any exhaustive 

investigation of possible environmental pollution in the property portfolio, but estimates that neither 

existing nor previous business activities at the properties have entailed any environmental risks that 

substantially could affect Klövern Group’s financial position. However, there is no absolute certainty 

in this respect and any future demands regarding environment may affect Klövern Group’s earnings 

and financial position negatively. 
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Tax risks and deficit deductions 

Changes in company and property taxation, as well as other government charges and contributions, 

may affect the conditions for Klövern Group’s business activities. There are no guarantees that 

these charges and contributions will remain unchanged in the future. It cannot be ruled out that tax 

rates will change in the future, or that there are other changes to the governmental system that will 

impact property ownership. However, in a number of Klövern Group’s lease agreements the tenant 

is responsible for the accruing property taxes at each time. Any change in the tax legislation or 

practice that entails changes to corporate tax rate or changed possibilities for tax depreciations or 

possibilities to use deductible deficits may lead to a changed tax situation in the future for Klövern 

and may have a negative impact on Klövern Group’s earnings.  

Disputes 

Klövern has an ongoing tax case concerning a raised assessment of Klövern for the tax year 2008. 

Both the Administrative Court and the Administrative Court of Appeal have ruled in favour of 

Klövern. However, the Swedish Tax Authority has a possibility to bring an appeal to the Supreme 

Administrative Court. In a worst case scenario this might lead to a tax cost of about SEK 

21,000,000.  

Klövern has also an ongoing tenancy dispute. Klövern has requested the tenant to pay due rents 

amounting to SEK 88,548,300. The tenant has made claims concerning property damages. Klövern 

has reserved SEK 30,000,000 as regards the tenant’s claims. It cannot be ruled out that Klövern 

may incur higher costs due to the ongoing dispute or that Klövern may become involved in 

additional disputes with the tenant. A negative outcome of the current or future disputes with the 

tenant could have a negative impact on Klövern Group’s business activities, financial position and 

earnings. 

RISKS RELATING TO THE NOTES 

Liquidity risks 

Klövern cannot guarantee that a liquid trading of the Notes will occur and be maintained. Klövern 

will apply for listing of the Notes at NASDAQ OMX Stockholm after the Swedish Financial 

Supervisory Authority (Sw. Finansinspektionen) approves a prospectus for this purpose. There is no 

assurance that the Notes are approved for trading. Even if a note is admitted to trading on the 

regulated market there is no guarantee that a demand for and trading with the notes will exist. This 

may entail that a Noteholder cannot sell his or her Notes at the desired time or at a yield which is 

comparable to similar investments that have an existing and functioning secondary market. A lack 

of liquidity in the market may have a negative impact on the market value of the Notes. 

Credit risk 

Investments in notes in general entail a certain degree of risk for investors, including the risk of 

losing the value of the entire investment. Investors who invest in the Notes become exposed to a 
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credit risk in relation to Klövern and the Notes carry a, relatively, high interest, which is to be 

regarded as a compensation for the, relatively, higher risk an investor carries compared to an 

investment in Swedish government bonds. The investor’s ability to receive payment under the terms 

and conditions of the Notes is dependent on Klövern Group’s ability to fulfil its payment obligations, 

which in its turn is dependent on the development of Klövern Group’s business activities and its 

financial position. Klövern Group’s financial position is affected by a number of risk factors, of which 

a number have been discussed above. 

An increased credit risk may cause that the Notes will be attached with a higher risk premium by the 

market, which would affect the Notes’ value and price in the secondary market negatively. Another 

aspect of the credit risk is that a deteriorating financial position may cause Klövern Group’s credit 

rating to decrease, which could negatively affect the possibility for Klövern to refinance the Notes at 

maturity.  

Structural subordination and priority rights 

The Notes constitute direct, unconditional, unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of Klövern AB 

and shall rank at least pari passu with other unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of Klövern. 

This means that a Noteholder in the event of Klövern AB’s liquidation, company reorganization or 

bankruptcy, normally would receive payment after any prioritised creditors (e.g. lenders or investors 

that have the benefit of security) have received payment. The Terms and Conditions of the Notes 

do not include a so called “negative pledge” undertaking and so Klövern may post security to other 

lender, including for the benefit of holders of notes issued by Klövern in the future or for the benefit 

of other lenders to the Klövern. Such security would not secure the Notes. 

Since Klövern is a parent company to Klövern Group’s property owning companies, Klövern is 

dependent upon receiving dividends and group contributions from its subsidiaries. The Notes are 

not guaranteed by any of these subsidiaries or any other company or person. This means that the 

Notes are structurally subordinated to any indebtedness raised in any of the property owning 

subsidiaries, and so the creditors of such indebtedness have priority over the Noteholders to the 

assets and revenue generated in the subsidiaries. The Terms and Conditions of the Notes do not 

include any restriction (other than indirectly by way of the interest cover ratio and the equity ratio 

covenant) on the ability of Klövern to incur additional indebtedness, neither in Klövern nor in any of 

the subsidiaries.  

Klövern has within the framework of its financing raised loans from credit institutions and has 

thereby pledged mortgage deeds in certain properties and shares in some of Klövern Group’s 

property owning subsidiaries. Klövern also intends to continue seeking appropriate and attractive 

financing and may in connection thereto grant security for such financing (which may include 

secured capital markets financing). The issuance of secured capital markets financing may 

negatively affect the liquidity, value and price of the Notes in the secondary market.  

Each investor should be aware of the fact that there is a risk that the person that invests in the 

Notes may lose the whole, or parts of, his or her investment in the event of Klövern AB’s liquidation, 

bankruptcy or company reorganization. 
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Euroclear 

The Notes will be connected to Euroclear Sweden AB’s (”Euroclear”) account-based system, why 

no physical notes have been or will be issued. Clearing and settlement at trading with the Notes, as 

well as payment of interest and redemption of principal amounts will be performed within 

Euroclear’s account-based system. The investors are therefore dependent on the functionality of 

Euroclear’s account-based system. 

Noteholders’ meeting 

The terms and conditions for the Notes include certain conditions regarding the Noteholders’ 

meeting, or a Written Procedure, that can be held in order to resolve matters relating the 

Noteholders’ interests. The terms and conditions allow for stated majorities to bind all Noteholders, 

including Noteholders who have not participated in and voted at the actual Noteholder’ Meeting, or 

written Procedure, or have voted differently than the required majority, to decisions that have been 

taken at a duly convened and conducted Noteholders’ meeting. 

Noteholders’ representation 

In accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the Agent represents all Noteholders in all matters 

relating to the Notes. However, this does not rule out the possibility that the Noteholders, in certain 

situations, could bring their own action against Klövern. To enable the Agent to represent the 

Noteholders in court, the Noteholders may have to submit a written power of attorney for legal 

proceedings. The failure of all Noteholders to submit such a power of attorney could negatively 

impact the enforcement of the Notes. Under the Terms and Conditions the Agent has the right in 

some cases to make decisions and take measures that bind all Noteholders. 
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2 PERSONS RESPONSIBLE  

In March 2014 Klövern issued the Note loan up to SEK 2,000,000,000 referred to in this 

Prospectus. The decision to issue the Notes has been taken by the Board. The Prospectus is 

prepared for listing of the Notes on the Corporate Bond List at NASDAQ OMX Stockholm according 

to the Terms and Conditions. At the time for approval of the Prospectus SEK 1 100 000 000 of the 

total amount is issued. Klövern may issue and apply for listing of additional Notes, within the 

amount, under this Prospectus. 

Klövern accepts responsibility for the information contained in this Prospectus and declares that, 

having taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case, the information contained in this 

Prospectus is, to the best of its knowledge, in accordance with the facts and contains no omission 

likely to affect its import. The Board of Klövern is, to the extent provided by law, responsible for the 

information contained in this Prospectus and declares that, having taken all reasonable care to 

ensure that such is the case, the information contained in this Prospectus is, to the best of its 

knowledge, in accordance with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect its import. 

 

 

Nyköping 9 April 2014 

 

Klövern AB 

Board of directors 
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3 SHORT SUMMARY OF THE NOTE LOAN 

This section provides a general overview and description of the Notes and is not a complete 

description of the Notes. Any decision to invest in the Notes by any potential investor should be 

carefully considered and based on an assessment of the entire Prospectus, including the 

documents incorporated by reference. The complete Terms and Conditions of the Notes are 

described in the section "Terms and Conditions". 

3.1 Brief description of the notes 

The Notes are in form of debt instruments intended for public sale. A Note confirms that the Note 

holder has a claim in relation to Klövern. The Notes constitute direct, unconditional, unsubordinated 

and unsecured obligations of Klövern. The Notes has been issued in order to be used for general 

corporate purposes, including acquisitions. 

The Notes amount for a total maximum amount of SEK 2,000,000,000, are denominated in SEK 

and have ISIN: SE0005757358. The Notes were issued under Swedish law and are affiliated to the 

Euroclear’s account-based system. Holding of the Notes is recorded at each Noteholder’s securities 

account. The payment of interest and Nominal Amount and, if applicable, deduction of preliminary 

tax will be made through Euroclear. 

Noteholders are entitled to payment of interest and Klövern shall redeem the Notes nominal amount 

on the relevant redemption date. The final maturity date of the Notes is 4 March 2018 or any prior 

date following by the Terms and Conditions.  

Under certain conditions specified under section 13 (Acceleration of the Notes) in the Terms and 

Conditions the Noteholders are entitled to request that Klövern redeem the Notes to an amount 

equal to the nominal amount plus accrued interest. 

On the Final Maturity Date Klövern shall redeem all outstanding Notes at their nominal amount plus 

accrued interest. Payment of a nominal amount and accrued interest shall be made to the person 

who is registered on a securities account as holder, or to the person who is otherwise entitled to 

receive payment under a Note on the Record Date prior to the Redemption Date. The right to 

receive repayment of the nominal amount shall become statute-barred and void ten (10) years from 

the Redemption Date. 

Each initial Note carry an interest at STIBOR 3 months plus 2,25 per cent per annum from the First 

Issue Date up to the relevant Redemption Date. Interest is paid quarterly subsequently on each 

Interest Payment Date and is calculated on the basis of the actual number of days in the Interest 

Period divided by 360 days (actual/360-days basis). Interest Payment Date means 4 June, 4 

September, 4 December and 4 March of each year. The right to payment of interest becomes 

statute-barred three years after each Interest Payment Date. Interest calculation is performed by 

Euroclear. 
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Nordea Bank AB (publ) is the issuing agent and CorpNordic Sweden AB is the Agent for the 

Noteloan. Even without special authorization from the Noteholders, the Agent is under the Terms 

and Conditions entitled to act as the Noteholder’s agent in all matters relating to the Notes, and the 

Finance Documents, and authorises the Agent to act on its behalf in any legal or arbitration 

proceedings relating to the Notes. The Agent may, at any time, call to a Noteholders’ meeting or call 

for a procedure in writing among Noteholder’s, which may lead to the majority decision in order to 

bind all Noteholders, see sections 15 (Decisions by Noteholders) and 17 (Written Procedure) in 

Terms and Conditions. 

The Notes were issued through a "private placement" where the Notes have been offered to and 

purchased by a number of institutional and other investors. The Notes has been issued for SEK 

1 100 000 000 at the present. 

Klövern intends to register the Notes to trading on the regulated market of NASDAQ OMX 

Stockholm, see Section 11.3 (Admission to trading) in the Terms and Conditions. The application 

will be made when the Swedish Financial Supervision Authority approves this Prospectus. An 

application for listing of the Notes at NASDAQ OMX Stockholm does not constitute any guarantee 

that such application will be approved. The estimated expenses related to the admission to trading 

are SEK 170 000. 

The Notes are freely transferable and trading with the Notes between investors may occur from the 

date the Notes were issued. 

Advisor 

MAQS Advokatbyrå Stockholm AB and Nordea Bank AB (publ) have advised Klövern AB in 

connection with the Notes issue.  
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4 COMPANY AND OPERATIONS 

Klövern is a real estate company that with commitment meets the customer’s needs of properties 

and services in growth regions in Sweden. Klövern is one of the larger listed real estate companies 

in Sweden focusing on commercial properties. Klövern’s property portfolio covered by 31 December 

2013 a total of 402 properties with a leasable area of 2624 square meters. The total property value 

amounted to SEK 24 059 000 000 and the total rental value amounted to SEK 2 570 000 000 at 31 

December 2013. The headquarters of Klövern is located in Nyköping. Klövern’s common and 

preference shares are admitted to trading at NASDAQ OMX Stockholm.  

Klövern is a growth-oriented real estate company with the vision to “create the communities of 

tomorrow”. Klövern is focusing on commercial properties and the property portfolio primarily 

consists of offices and logistics properties. To optimize the efficiency between Klövern’s business 

units it is divided into four marketing areas. – South, East, Mid/North and Stockholm. The business 

idea is that with vicinity and commitment offer the customer efficient properties in selected growth 

regions. Klövern is aiming at increasing its property value to SEK 25 000 000 000. Future growth 

could be achieved through value-creating investments, building and refurbishment of our own 

portfolio, as well as through the acquisition of properties and real estate companies. 

The information in this prospectus as of 31 December 2013, comes from Klövern’s interim report 

January - December 2013. This information has only been subject to a general review. 
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4.1 Ownership and ownership structure 

The table below lists the major shareholders in Klövern at 31 December 2013, as well as states the 

ownership structure of Klövern. 

Namn 

Antal 

stamaktier, 

tusental 

Antal 

preferens-

aktier, 

tusental 

Andel 

aktiekapital, 

% 

Andel 

röster, 

% 

 Corem Property Group 32 200 - 17,4 19,1 

 Arvid Svensson Invest 26 599 1180 15,0 15,9 

 Rutger Arnhult via bolag 18 150 43 9,8 10,2 

 Länsförsäkringar fondförvaltning  16 357 - 8,8 9,7 

 Swedbank Robur fonder 5 522 96 3,0 3,3 

 Handelsbanken fonder 5 473 1 3,0 3,3  

JPM Chase 4 911 97 2,7 2,9 

 SEB Investment Management 2 567 13 1,4 1,5 

 Mellon AAM Omnibus 2 303 - 1,2 1,4 

 Avanza Pension 1 288 558 1,0 0,8 

 Aktie-Ansvar fonder 1 200 42 0,7 0,7 

 Pareto Bank 1 200 - 0,6 0,7 

 Nordea Investment Funds 1 148 0  0,6 0,7 

 Robur Försäkring 1 042 728 1,0 0,7 

 Client OMI for Ishare Europé 1 066 - 0,6 0,6 

 Klöverns Vinstandelsstiftelse 936 18 0,5 0,6 

 Skandia fonder 875 17 0,5 0,5 

 Invus Investment 871 22 0,5  0,5  

SIX SIS AG, W8IMY 865 6 0,5 0,5  

Alfred Berg 704 - 0,4 0,4 

 Summa största ägare 125 277 2 821 69,2 74,6 

 Övriga ägare  41 267 15 715 30,8 25,4 

 Summa utestående aktier 166 544 18 536 100,0 100,0 

 Återköpta egna aktier - - 

   Totalt antal registrerade aktier 166 544 18 536 
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4.2 The Board, senior management and auditors 

Klövern’s Board consists of five members and no deputy. The Board and management can be 

reached via the company's address Box 1024, SE-611 29 Nyköping, telephone 0155-44 33 00. 

Three of the five Board members owns directly, or through a company, shares in Klövern.  

4.2.1 The Board 

Fredrik Svensson 

Chairman of the Board since 
2011, Board member since 2005. 

Fredrik Svensson is Managing 
Director of AB Arvid Svensson 
and Board member in Fastighets 
AB Balder, Tenzing AB, Case 
Investment AB and United Log 
AB. 

Dependent related to major 
shareholders.  

 

Rutger Arnhult 

Board member and Managing 
Director of Klövern, elected to the 
Board 2009, employed since 
2012. 

Rutger Arnhult is Chairman of the 
Board of M2 Asset Management 
AB and Board member of Corem 
Property Group AB, Locellus AB, 
Arnia Holding AB and Vytal 
Diagnostics AB. 

Dependent related to Klövern, the 
senior management of Klövern 
and major shareholders. 

 

Ann-Cathrin Bengtson 

Board member since 2011. 

Ann-Cathrin Bengtson is 
Chairman of the Board of Avos 
Congress Holding AB. 

Independent member. 

 

Eva Landén 

Board member since 2011. 

Eva Landén is Managing Director 
and Board member of Corem 
Property Group AB. 

Dependent related to Klövern 
and the senior management of 
Klövern.  

 

Pia Gideon 

Board member since 2013. 

Pia Gideon is Board member of 
Svevia, Lappland Goldminers, 
Scandbook, Qlucore and Agasti 
Holding. 

Independent member. 

 

4.2.2 Senior Management  

Rutger Arnhult, CEO see above the Board.  

Mattias Rickardsson, Ekonomichef. 

Jens Andresson, Finanschef 

Elisabeth Norling, HR- Manager.  

Hans Lindh, Regional Manager. 
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Mikael Forkner, Regional Manager. 

Per-Gunnar Sabel, Regional Manager. 

Göran Joneskär, Regional Manager. 

There is no conflict of interest between private interests of the Board members, or Senior 

Management’s, and Klövern’s interests. 

4.2.3 Auditor 

Ernst & Young AB was selected as Klövern’s accounting firm at the annual general meeting 2013. 

Mikael Ikonen, born 1963, is the auditor in charge. Mikael Ikonen is an authorized public accountant 

and member of FAR SRS, the professional institute for accountants in Sweden. Mikael Ikonen has 

been Klöverns auditor since the annual general meeting 2007. 
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5 LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

5.1 Legal structure 

Klövern is a public company under the commercial name Klövern AB (publ), registration number 

556482-5833, with domicile in Nyköping. Klövern was incorporated and registered in 1994 and 

changed business focus in 2002. Klövern's operations are regulated by the Companies Act (Sw: 

Aktiebolagslagen (2005:551)) and Klövern is affiliated with Euroclear Sweden AB. 

The object of Klövern’s business is to, directly or indirectly through subsidiaries, acquire, own, 

manage, develop and sell properties and other business incidental thereto. On page 20, under the 

heading “Legal structure” there is information on Klövern subsidiaries. All subsidiaries are 

incorporated in Sweden and wholly-owned by Klövern. 

5.2 Material contracts 

Rental agreements 

Klövern is not dependent on any particular rental contract. Rental agreements are however 

significant to Klövern’s business. Rental agreements have varying terms. The notice period varies 

but is generally not less than nine months. 

Financing agreements 

Klövern is financed by equity capital and debt. Main part of the debts is interest-bearing debts. 

Borrowing is done through bank loans with short-term interest rate where the interest rate risk is 

limited through derivatives. As a security for the loans Klövern has left mortgage deed, securities, 

promissory notes in subsidiaries, and a downstream guarantee. Klövern has under 2013 issued 

senior unsecured notes to a total amount of SEK 340 000 000, as well as secured notes for SEK 

700 000 000 The credit agreements does contain usual terms and conditions regarding change of 

control (Sw. kontrollägarskifte) and cross default (Sw. uppsägning vid kontraktsbrott) and covenants 

regarding equity/assets ratio, interest rate ratio and loan to value ratio. Klövern’s outstanding 

interest-bearing debts were amounting to SEK 16 163 000 000 on 31 December 2013. 

Other material contracts 

Except as outlined in this section Klövern is not dependent on any particular contract that is of major 

importance to Klövern's business or profitability. 

Legal and arbitration proceedings 

Klövern has one substantial rental dispute ongoing. The tenant has deposited SEK 60 000 000 for 

the period January to December 2013, SEK 15 000 000 referring to the period January to March 

2014 and SEK 15 000 000 for 2012 at the Country Administration Board. Klövern has, through 

reduction of rental income, reserved SEK 15 000 000 for 2013 and SEK 15 000 000 for 2012. For 
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the fourth quarter of 2013 no reservation has been made since Klövern together with Klövern’s legal 

advisors have assessed that the dispute shall not exceed SEK 30 000 000.  

Aside from the above mentioned proceedings, Klövern is not now and has not been party to any 

governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings (including any such proceedings which are pending 

or threatened which Klövern is aware of) during the previous 12 months which may have, or have 

had in the recent past, significant effects on Klövern’s financial position or profitability. 

Insurances 

Klövern is covered by for the industry customary commercial and property insurances. Given the 

nature and the scope of the business, the board of Klövern deems that the parent company and its 

subsidiaries are covered by satisfactory insurances. 

Environmental activities 

Legislation and environmental standards constitutes the basis for Klövern’s environmental work. 

Klövern complies with the laws and regulatory requirements that exist for properties. The 

requirements primarily relate to mandatory ventilation inspections, energy declarations, inspections 

and work environment requirements. Klövern has established an environmental policy and works 

actively with environmental issues.  

Significant changes since 31 December 2013 

Since the interim report dated 31 December 2013 was published Klövern has acquired properties in 

Västerås and in Linköping for a total amount of SEK 441 000 000 and conveyed property for SEK 

180 000 000. On 24 January 2014 Klövern announced that it has signed a letter of intent in order to 

acquire the properties of Globen City in Stockholm. Klövern has proceeded with the acquisition and 

the total purchase price is SEK 3 800 000 000. Entry into possession of the properties in Globen 

City is preliminary on 1 April 2014. Further, Klövern has on 23 March 2014 announced that Klövern 

has issued 300 000 preference shares to a value corresponding to SEK 47 100 000.  

There has been no material adverse change in the prospects of Klövern since 20 March 2014, 

being the date of publication of the last audited financial information of Klövern. 

5.3 Legal structure 

Klövern group consists of real estate owning companies and the holding companies to the real 

estate owning companies.  
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The main subsidiaries of Klövern are:  

Subsidiaries/Org.no/Domicile Number of shares Share in % 
1)
 

 
Klövern Strand AB, 556442-0098, Nyköping   80 000 100 

 
Klövern Ström AB, 556603-1067, Nyköping    104 000 100 

 
Klövern Komp Ström AB, 556688-5256, Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Adam AB, 556594-9699, Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Komp Adam AB, 556643-6647 Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Barkenlund AB, 556554-8772, Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Bobby AB, 556594-9780, Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Komp Bobby AB, 556678-9938, Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Charbel AB, 556594-9814, Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Dante AB, 556594-9830, Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Efraim AB, 556594-9855, Nyköping  1 000 100 

 
Klövern Ett AB, 556610-3106, Nyköping 1 000 100 

 
Klövern Frippe AB, 556634-5657, Nyköping 1 000 100  

Klövern Komp Ett AB, 556613-4085, Nyköping 1 000 100 
 

Klövern Karl AB, 556708-7985, Nyköping 1 000 100 
 

Klövern Love Holding AB, 556797-0602, Nyköping 100 000 100  

Dagon AB, 556431-0067, Malmö 23 580 999 100  

Klövern Gerhard AB, 556634-5723, Nyköping 1000 100  

Klövern Helmut AB, 556634-5731, Nyköping 1000 100  

Klövern Ingmar AB, 556634-6598, Nyköping 1000 100  

 
    

 

    1)
 The ownership of capital, which also corresponds to the percentage of votes of the total number of shares. 

 

The table above shows no sub-subsidiaries.  

6 DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION 

Copies of the following documents are available, during the validity period of this Prospectus, at 

Klövern’s office, Nyckelvägen 14, Nyköping, during regular office hours: 

- Klövern’s Articles of Association;  

- Audited Annual Reports for the financial years 2013 and 2012; 

- Articles of Association and financial reports are also available at Klövern’s website, 

www.klovern.se. 

http://www.klovern.se/
http://www.klovern.se/
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7 HISTORICAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

The Prospectus consists of, in addition to this document, following documents which are 

incorporated by reference.  

1. Klövern’s annual report (including auditor’s report) for the financial year 2013 

2. Klövern’s annual report (including auditor’s report) for the financial year 2012 

The historical financial information for 2013 and 2012 is prepared in accordance with IFRS and has 

been audited.  

All of the above documents will, during the validity period of the Prospectus, be available in 

electronic form at Klövern’s website, www.klovern.se. 

 

  

http://www.klovern.se/
http://www.klovern.se/
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8 TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
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9 ADRESSER 

 

Klövern AB (publ)  

Bredgränd 4 

111 30 Stockholm 

Besöksadress: Nyckelvägen 14, 611 29 Nyköping 

Tel 0155-44 33 00 

Fax 0155-44 33 22 

www.klovern.se 

 

MAQS Advokatbyrå Stockholm AB 

Mäster Samuelsgatan 20 

Box 7009 

103 86 Stockholm 

 

Nordea Bank AB (publ) 

Smålandsgatan 17 

105 71 Stockholm 

 

Ernst & Young AB 

Jakobsbergsgatan 24  

103 99 Stockholm  

 

Euroclear Sweden AB 

Regeringsgatan 65 

Box 7822 

103 97 Stockholm 

 




